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The exhibition Tempo Incognito: On Flows, Rhythm, and Movement intends to examine the experience and
conceptualization of “temporality” in contemporary societies, exploring how our current sense of time
can clash or be in tune with natural, ecological and universal cycles. The exhibition takes its inspiration
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Cycle Talks and Performance Series 1

explored the sense of time and space that emerges through recurring orders of cyclical movements
in the universe, as well as repetitive rhythms of everyday life, the body, nature, and how these are
incorporated into creative and intellectual practices.
Using the series as a springboard, Tempo Incognito narrows its explorations to the contemporary notions
movements that determine how time is experienced by humans, animals, plants, and Earth, extending from
variety of media ranging from painting, video and sound, to storytelling, performance and poetry, the artists
investigate temporality within the shifting context of technological, economic and urban systems.
According to Durkheim, time was born out of social relations, rather than nature; it is a “collective
representation”, a system of symbols accepted and shared by members of a group (Durkheim, 1995)2 and
an individual’s experience of the objective world is shaped by these collective representations. The ways in
which time is collectively experienced and represented, and how these shape our everyday life, is one of the
main enquiries of the exhibition. In line with this enquiry, the exhibition also aims to investigate the complex
relations between the social (plural and ecological) and individual (singular and biological) experience of time.
The exhibition explores diverse experiences of time on two main axes:

In the current state of contemporary societies, a social order based on progress, speed and technological

the production of labour and machines, the rhythm of machines has invaded everyday life, eventually
resulting in the subject’s loss of control on time. As the total mobilisation grips the entire world due
to the acceleration of technological changes, the difficulty to react to these fast and instantaneous
changes prevents any kind of imagination for the future. As a result, a future oriented view is replaced
by a state of living that can see no other prospect other than what is offered by the present.3
In this context, time could be considered as a mechanism that enables the continuation of the system.
Calendars and clocks that were tools for measuring a linear and homogenous time facilitated the
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self-movement and control of the system. 4 The exhibition reflects upon the implications of these
developments on the body and its environs both as singular and collective experiences.
Louise Manifold

Louise Manifold offers us a glance at an early interest in the mechanization of lives with her video
work on Jaquet-Droz Automata, made in the 18th century. Famous for their performance of writing,
drawing and playing the piano to a mechanical cycle, it is no coincidence that these three doll androids,
now kept at a museum, were made by watch-makers at the time, highlighting the simultaneously
increased interest in systematic organization of time and mechanical inventions. Fiona Reilly’s the
Fiona Reilly

Department of Time Keepers looks at the relationship between time and labour, and how the time spent
on various activities within a day can be categorised based on their economic value. How do we spend
time efficiently? How are our biological, psychological, and emotional needs addressed within such a
systematic categorization of time?
Such measured routines in our everyday life is also a concern for Selçuk Artut, who presents a sound
sculpture that uses Morse code, another early modern invention that mechanized communication.
Selçuk Artut
various languages. The monotonous experience of the fast pace of everyday life is always broken and
extended by individual moments and personal rhythms. Cevdet Erek’s installation of several pieces,

Cevdet Erek

brought together from his past exhibitions in different locations, links together several accounts and
shape the artist’s personal history, this installation also highlight cultural events as potential mechanisms
that create a sense of global temporality.
Nikolaus Gansterer, on the other hand, is interested in notating the rhythm of the city, in such a way
that through drawing and performance, he attempts to express the complex co-existence of his own

Nikolaus Gansterer

perception and thinking with the continuous flow of movements, sounds and situations he encounters.
Burçak Bingöl

Burçak Bingöl’s ceramic sculpture in the exhibition also deals with the time of the city, more specifically
Istanbul, enabling the viewer to imagine the layers of past that we constantly walk through in everyday
life. Continuous rebuilding in the city and the density of the urban buildings destroy not only the past,
but also natural environment. Yet, at the same time, nature always finds a way to exist even in the most
unexpected urban structures, such as Depo itself. This ties up to the other objective of the exhibition,
which is to explore temporal aspects of the “social” and “natural” together.

across hundreds of centuries, and this cyclicality was broken only by natural disasters, the history of
humanity had been flowing with an ever-increasing acceleration (Berger, 2018).5 However, as a result
of human intervention in nature and the Earth’s surface, the time of Earth has become more entangled
da

with cultural, social and economic processes. This is specifically the concern of

’s work on

Göbekli Tepe, where she explores the complex relationship of the past and the present, where the deep
time of geological structures in the region collide with more recent cultural, economic and industrial
activities and interventions in the landscape. Today, the shifts in biological and ecological cycles caused
by humans’ involvement in nature are getting increasingly more noticeable. In such a context, is it
possible to move beyond the great divide between historical time of the society and the time imposed

by nature? Can today’s ecological problems, considered to be a consequence of the history of human
activity, also offer a way of embedding this very history into a deeper geological temporality? How do we
negotiate these various experiences of time that are both in harmony and in conflict with each other?
Handan

Some works in the exhibition directly deal with the co-existence of animals, plants and humans. For
example

narrates stories of encounters of humans and wild animals as

a result of urban growth and ecological shifts that forced animals to come down to cities. Can they
reconcile with humans and survive in the modern city?

and

attempt

to reach a lonesome whale in the ocean either by trying to send out signals that imitate its sound
frequency, or by searching within for an embodied experience of co-existence with the whale. Similarly,
Linda

’s 3D animation shows us a possible future coexistence between humans and plants,

one plant the seeds for such future togetherness of species that could possibly save us all?

bodily actions and experiences, from the mechanized movement of the automata, to the everyday tasks of labour,
Hank Yan Agassi

heartbeats, and bleeding. This can be seen in

and Hank Yan Agassi’s works produced

positions the human body within a larger geological time that expands into a distant future.
Similarly, through works emerging from a continuing conversation, Ali Miharbi, Kerem Ozan Bayraktar,
Ali Miharbi Kerem Ozan Bayraktar

and

da süregiden

highlight the significance of scales through exploration of certain

moments that seem out of order in the usual flow of things. Yet, are those seemingly singular events,
such as frog rains, just causing ruptures in the usual occurrence of things, or are they actually part of a
larger order? Miharbi’s piece, for instance, based on the sound of a single one of his heartbeats can be
thought of in a similar way. The life cycle of a person relies on such beatings, creating a certain rhythm
that keeps going along with many other beats and cycles.
The current experience of the pandemic has exposed several problems of the globally integrated world. It
has left us in a suspended place, where we can no longer continue our earlier routines. It has also highlighted
many of the urgencies and the damage caused by the accelerated rhythm of contemporary societies. Under
these circumstances, the questions that the exhibition aims to put forward are all the more pertinent. Is
Ezgi Tok’s work based on online weather forecasts highlights the unreliability of future prospects and

Ezgi Tok

the ambiguous relationship of the present, past and the future; Ege Kanar’s composite images from the
surface of Mars questions the role of science in the exploration of an unknown planet and how knowledge

Ege Kanar

Deniz Üster
and

Deniz Üster

’s collaborative work proposes a utopian nomadic society that lives in Citadels that are

Citadel
Overall, rather than proposing a definite solution to the conflicting experiences of contemporary life,
the exhibition aims to highlight the significance of movements, flows, and being in action in finding of
those solutions.
Kurulu

’s continuing poem writing through the exhibition will be a way of working

against the The Wound-up Moment, time already set for us, and creating new moments out of the already

An

given one. Hopefully, Tempo Incognito will offer new sources of inspiration to continue searching and

ki Tempo Incognito

creating anew.

Özgen examines the abstract structure of the
relationship between the way objects change
and language, through a scheme specific to fluid
mechanics.
000000001

Ali Miharbi’s work, titled

000000001, is the first

in a series that will continue with variations.
Faced with a foot pedal on the ground and a
speaker placed on a tripod in front of it, the
audience hears a single heartbeat recorded by
the artist on February 8, 2021 at 00:40:07 with
a microphone attached to a stethoscope, same
sound repeats as long as one hold their foot on
the pedal. On one hand, the decreasing number
of heartbeats the artist could potentially record
for this series demonstrates the increasing
fragility of regular repetition, while focusing
A Research Programme Progressing in an Ocean of

on a single heartbeat draws attention to the
peculiarity and individuality of routines that are
often overlooked and easily forgotten.

The
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presentation

“Landslide” on the accumulations and ruptures
in social, physical and cultural systems, as part
of the Repetition

Cycle Talks and Performance

Series (2017). In Tempo Incognito, they bring
together works that are in dialogue with one
another in a shared display area despite the
differing perspectives they are based on. The
artists treat accidents, exceptions and anomalies
as fractures that throw us off our routines, which
then make us fall into different frameworks of
perception, cognition or behavior.
Nadir Meteorolojik

Kerem Ozan Bayraktar’s “Rare Meteorological
Phenomenon” depicts a rare meteorological

Fenomen

phenomenon in the form of a wallpaper with
repetitive motifs. The artist approaches the
compulsory relationship between chance and
repetition with formal elements resembling
accidental wall stains, which can have new
interpretations depending on viewing distance.
In his work taking the form of a pattern,
Anomaliler

Okyanusunda

realized within the scope A Research Programme
Progressing in an Ocean of Anomalies

ile Sergen

Trace

documents

the

“abrupt”

tire

tracks

made by cars on asphalt roads, thus offering
temporal and spatial evidence of “extraordinary”
events that occur outside of the usual but
that are subject to certain physical conditions.
Establishing a connection between accidents
and mistakes within the steady flow of life and
glitched images, the artist uses this geographical
information system outside of its usual purpose
in order to search for traces like a detective
and invites the audience to imagine the little
extraordinary stories that may lie behind these
traces.

The artists, who are close friends, born and
educated in the same region, come together with
Loaded is a continuation of the artist’s series

about a whale of unknown species whose sounds

of works from 2015 where she uses traditional

were recorded by coincidence, which were then

container forms. She rethinks the phenomena

found not to correspond to the vocal range of

of making, demolishing and remaking, with the
ceramic material she transforms by using similar

this whale often goes unnoticed by whales who

methods.

communicate within a 17-18 hertz range, they are
not part of any pod, and wander alone unheard

The Loaded series, which emerged in the

by others. This whale, which is one of its kind, has

political climate of 2016, attempts to go below

inspired both artists.

the surface in the midst of a geography that is
that completely hide themselves by sinking into

the singularity and loneliness of the 52 Hertz

the soil, only visible from the surface in places,
the series draws a representative cross section

the sea at a bay in the region where he was born

of the past that is layered under the soil.

communicate with his own body-emitting signals.

Loaded explores and interprets elapsed time and

In a way, his act attests to his own existence by

weakening memory through the possibilities of

declaring I am here, as well as carrying his desire

ceramic material. The form, which is formed

to communicate with a creature in another corner

by both traditional and experimental shaping

of the world by adapting to its rhythm.

methods, is decorated with plant visuals that
the artist produces by transforming real plants
it looks for its own balance and a way out within

and biological existence in a much more

the renewal ability of nature among the debris.

introverted manner. The video work titled Self
Portrait is an uninterrupted presentation of the
artist’s own endoscopic recording. The video is
Otoportre

accompanied by the voice of the 52 Hz whale,
transforming what is biologically internal and
deep into an ontological narrative as it goes
down into the layered, moist and pinkish texture
side by side in one space, the artists generate
dichotomies such as introverted-extroverted,
feminine-masculine,

intimate-explicit,

while

presenting portraits of their desire to coalesce
with other creatures in nature that could help
transcend the shared loneliness.

Similarly, in Adaptasyon _Depo, wild urban plants
Adaptasyon_Depo

isimli
interfere with the space; settling in architectural
details, the work reveals familiar vegetative
formations in unusual places. These plants,
growing in the city’s centuries-old historical
ruins, carry the accumulated time cycles in their
fine but resilient stems.

Inception
Shift
Detachment
Inauguration
Telling

Kopma
Tören
and pencil on wall

inspiration from neo-futurist urban projects of
avant-garde architectural groups such as Archigram
and Superstudio, who regarded architecture as a
form of cultural criticism. Taking Ron Herron’s idea of
concepts such as urban space, post-capitalism,
Digital print on paper

automation, sedentary life/nomadism within the
framework of the urgencies of the 21st century. In an

Tempo Incognito

In Tempo Incognito Cevdet Erek presents a

era dominated by dystopian scenarios and narratives

selection of works and sketches that were

that signify the lack of alternatives to capitalism, Üster

distant places and contexts are evoked here and

does not exclude ‘agency’ in the course of history, but

now, in the context of the pandemic, through the

instead reimagines human agency together with the

ongoing shared times.

socio-material conditions, boundaries, infrastructures
and geography surrounding it.

Most pieces in the selection consist of simple
visual representations of everyday rhythms, cycles

Citadel

Deniz

Üster’s

brutalist

yet

ecologist

Citadel

and processes experienced as if they were never
Ritimler

ending. The selection includes pieces and drafts

“bricolages”

from groups of works with elaborate content, such

Superstudio’s posters, the dominant character of

as A Long Distance Relationship (MUAC, Mexico City,

these bricolages emerges as decentralisation, as a

in

this

exhibition.

Drawing

from

Mexico, 2017), Room of Rhythms (dOCUMENTA
(12), Kassel, Germany, 2012) and Rulers and

but they refuse to fuse completely. Instead, the

Rhythm

frame, the space and the print communicate with

Studies

each other. Brought together around a certain

Tempo

bring them into a dialogue with each other and

narrative, in these works we follow the traces of a

with the exhibition; some of them in their original

bricoleur’s mentality, in which no medium or visual

form, while others are transformed. For instance,

element plays the ‘central’ role.

Time Chart for Tempo Incognito Exhibition is
the story depicts the oral historical narrative of
of which is as many as the days of the exhibition,

neo-nomadic people living entirely in Citadels, in an

as it was done at Documenta in 2012. The titles of
the works and list of materials include clues about
initial dates and how the pieces took shape here.

the project by adding a new layer to the wall-based
bricolages of the Citadel.

RAT

RAT Holes appeared as part of Kanar’s solo

Delikleri

The visual material used by Ece Eldek in this work

exhibition “Apparatus” in 2019. The exhibition

is based on a found book written in English. This

dealt

book, titled “Muhammad and the Quran,” written

Opportunity (Mer-B), a recently lost NASA rover

by Rafiq Zakaria, contains certain verses from

that was probing Mars for the last 15 years. The

the Quran and narrates the life of the Prophet.

series tracks a set of depressions left on the

with

the

online

image

archive

of

surface of Mars by the Rock Abrasion Tool (RAT),
by chance, Eldek realized that the translations

one of the remotely operated instruments found

of the verses into English were very poetic and

on the rover.

began writing stream of consciousness poems
on several pages of the book. She changed the

Kurulu An

title of the book to “The Wound-up Moment”,

to hint at Mars’ history is spotted through

considering holy scriptures as mechanisms

photographs

that set up life like a wind-up clock. Stream of

Opportunity, the designated location is grinded

consciousness is a writing technique used by

by mechanical means. That way, unexposed

certain writers and poets to transfer glimpses

geological layers are unearthed for future

of thought, associated to momentary feelings

spectrometric analysis. One can say, the deeper

or triggered by other ideas, on paper. By

the resulting cavity is, the farther it can facilitate

interpreting the book with this method, the

traveling back in deep planetary time. The

artist also wants to reflect on the moments and

composites, made up of 4 separate images

techniques involved in the writing of holy books.

each, were captured by the “MI” (Microscopic

beamed

back

to

earth

by

Imager), one of the scientific cameras found on
During the exhibition, the artist will periodically

üzerinde

bulunan

bilimsel

kameralardan

Opportunity. Captions indicate corresponding

come to the exhibition space to continue filling the

target names and the dates of operation drawn

pages with her poems.

from entries found on Opportunity’s online
logbook.

The Reminder

The Department of Time Keepers

Digital print

In her work The Reminder, Ezgi Tok shares with

The

the audience the weather forecast and report for

participatory

Department

of

Time

March 2021, examining the relationship between

between 2016 and 2019, commissioned by

different perspectives on time, information and

Common Ground, Dublin. A pseudo government

assumption through meteorological data.

institution, The Department acted as a site

research

Keepers

project

was

a

completed

for public thinking about the topics of time,
labour and value. Visitors participated in The
Department through conversation, workshop
activities and bureaucratic procedures. The
project resulted in multiple outputs in various
formats and contexts. The artist views the
project as an active archive.
An important aspect of the project was the
Declarations of Time Spent forms which invited
participants to document their activities in
a 24-hour period, divided into 96 15-minute
segments, and then classify them into one of
six categories: Survival, Functional, Leisure,
Paid Labour, Unpaid Labour and Other. A
statistical chart illustrating each form received
was produced using hand embroidery, chosen
for its slowness as a method of production in
opposition to the ideologies of efficiency and
metnini

productivity. The content of the forms was also
used to script the live work presented here as
audio work.

One day, wild animals will roam through the
streets of abandoned cities. No, this is not the
opening sentence of a science-fiction novel,
it’s just a newspaper headline. Nothing to be
surprised about, modern cities are closer to
ways to reconcile with humanity and survive
in its dumps. Those who have been hidden in
city life for years are seeping through stone
walls, concrete pipes, manhole covers and even
viruses, and confronting us. Now we can see
them as we have never seen before. And there
are those who we have tamed and known beside
us for millennia, some of which we no longer
tolerate seeing the faces of.

A Dialogue on Time was born out of a desire by Leman
individual practices on time into a conversation.

One way or another… The flood is approaching.
As the cycles of natural life are broken one by
one in human hands, we will have no choice but
to find a new language. Sooner or later, we will
feel to the core that we’re in the same boat. And

and the human, aim to establish an interdisciplinary
collaboration that provides reciprocity to each other’s
subjective artistic gestures, that tends to branch out and
open up to new places.
The works by two artists and currently in conceptual

through cracks. They are witnesses of disasters
and chaos, of living and evolving into a new
to be told this time is the tale of wildlife creating
itself between existence and extinction.

conversation with each other, are linked through poems
they have written together for this project. In The Red
Letholith (Pigments), which Agassi produced with a scienceordinary inorganic matter deposits of a kind of geological
rock that will be formed after the sixth mass extinction
of the human species. Investigating the physical and

Gürses will tell stories based on news and
popular information but from the perspectives
of different animals that are witnessing the city.

emotional boundaries of the human body as shaped
of time on the queer body in Leaking Time. Accordingly,
time is categorized with reference to a reproductive scale,
through which we live in an intermediate space between
visibility/invisibility, beautiful/disgusting, inside/outside.
A Dialogue on Time exists through a harmonic integration
of two distinct voices, heading from a very distant future
to the present and from today to the future. It seeks to
displace heterosexism and anthropocentrism, while still
aiming to blur the boundaries between human and nonhuman for some other future.

Escape Wheel is a two-channel video installation
This project is fiction based on science, an inter-

created by Louise Manifold in collaboration with

species, inter-disciplinary creation, documenting

opera singer Elizabeth Hilliard. It was conceived

the

possible

as an opera performance for the Jaquet-Droz

coexistence between plants and humans in

Automata, made by the watch-makers Pierre

the future. A rare orchid species and a woman

Jaquet-Droz, his son Henry-Louis and

have come together in one embodiment. This

Frédéric Leschot. The three celebrated androids

grafting germinates and blossoms, pollinating

which have performed to audiences all over

minds and sowing wild seeds in the imagination.

Europe over the last 300 years are now held

It is a celebration of a coming together where

at the Musée d’Art et d’Histoire in Neuchâtel.

everything is in motion and boundaries blur

The Jaquet-Droz Automata are among the most

until a point of nausea. It is the most creative

acclaimed automatons in the 18th century.

intimate

relationships

of

a

Jean-

and fertile place to be.
Named the Musician, the Draughtsman and the
serisinin

The work is part of the Semina futuri series.
This edition is based on the endangered Lycian

activity to a mechanical cycle. Built from
nearly 6000 parts, the three automata are

Antalya Province. It was created in collaboration

self-operating and programmable machines,
anticipating

for the Conservation of Antalya Orchids and

modern-day

programmable

computers. Manifold’s work developed from a
fascination with the Jaquet-Droz Automata which
are regarded as devices to measure the passage

VV Foundation and the loan from Herbarium

of time, both through their mechanical actions

Jany Renz, Herbaria Basel, University of Basel,

and the audience reaction to them. In Manifold’s

Switzerland.

film, the perspective is inverted, and androids
become the audience. Through the opera sound

The

environmental

sculpture

with

the

AR

cycles that were developed from the mechanical
rotations and repetition of movements of each

Botanical Garden.

automation, the piece acts like a cycle of a myth
of artificial life.

seminafuturi.com

Objects Yet To Become Nikolaus Gansterer

As an artist and performer Nikolaus Gansterer

develops a series of situative and speculative

is highly interested in the links between

objects that challenge visitors and passers-

thinking, drawing and action. If we assume
that choreography is the essential inscription

instructions for such actions – lasting from a few

of movements in time and space, then how

seconds up to a few minutes – the audience is

to map these forces moving between “inner”

invited to realize and perform them in public or
politics operative within the interspace? Could

private spaces.

we call the notation of these operative forces
By directly addressing an “affective other”

psychoreographies?

the artist is interested in how an object could
be extended along the categories of time and

In 2015 Gansterer was invited for an artist in

space, movement and imagination: how, for

residence at MuCEM, Marseilles. Inspired by

example, a line of thought might become a line

tactics of the Situationists and Henri Lefebvres’

in space; a line verbalized, be activated by the

Rhythmanalysis and his musical understanding

whole body, becoming a “time-based object in

of the complex interrelations between time,

the making – full of potentialities”.

space and everyday life the artist was (sound)recording his routes through the urban fabric:
stand

By mainly “drifting-shifting”, “walking-talking”

for Gansterer’s consistent development of a

and “drawing-writing” the artist manoeuvred

These

fragile

choreographic

scores

personal performative grammar and a specific
language of the materiality of perception; as
well as a playful way of reflecting upon the
imaginary

boundary

between

thought

and

matter, between artist, audience and art work.

at MuCEM, Gansterer activated his performative
installation

–

a

multidimensional

diagram

consisting of objects, sounds, words, floor –
and wall drawings. The video serves as an ideal
format to document and turn the performance
afterwards into an autonomous video work.

Sound Sculpture

unconscious choice, we begin to consume the

Hollows and Mounds which focuses on Göbekli

moment while being unwittingly delirious about
a cycle surrounding the self. As the consumed

Tepe, a monumental structure built by hunterodaklanan

serisinden bir

gatherers with limestone, basalt and flint stone.

moment slips away into nothing, it looks for a
way to run out and be rapidly forgotten, as

“The immanence and survival of deep time in

though becoming a faint yet fast-paced music

the landscape is most penetratingly observed in

crushed under our delirious feet.

close-up images of gülles, stone balls carved in
the hands of contemporary masons of Urfa and

However, that monotony allows us to create a

used in a traditional street game. In their planet-

metric structure which enables us to collectively

like radiance and perfection the gülles embody

perceive the speed of passing time in relation to

the rich mineral texture of Göbekli Tepe’s

the lived time. Time is flowing, we persistently
measure time and evaluate our past life. The

images of the broader Göbekli Tepe landscape

average person lives 4160 weeks, blinks 28,800

that fully attest to the contact and confluence

times a day, breathes 325,000,000,000 times,

between the present and the past, charting the

and yet falls in love only four times throughout

constant back and forth movement between

their life. Their heart can only four times hum

the eternal and the current. Contours of the

a song that has never been sung before for

astounding Neolithic landscape are juxtaposed

another person. As long as the beat of the

and complemented by recent interventions on

heart is in sync with that of another, the song

local topography: roadsides patched with dark

continues. The ones that are verbalized are the

basalt debris, a newly emerging geography of

vague words in need of being understood, which

rubble hills disgorged in the landscape by stone

we always search for and yet haven’t heard of in

factories, or industrialized limestone quarries

that music.

where the land is fissured by trenches and
hollowed by machine-made tunnels. All these
sites, where the deep past migrates into the
unsavory present, are recorded with the leveling
precision of photography.”

in
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